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The S5 Image and Content Fader v2.5 is a small update to v2 this module now gives you the
ability to hide the navigation arrows, the thumbnail carousel and the text that pops up at the
bottom of the module.  The delay time can also be set via the module admin.  We also included
a switch to choose between mootools v1.1 or 1.24

    The module still allows you publish your own content into each slide transition and for
multiple slide transition effects, navigation arrows and also a drop down gallery tab that allows
you to select a slide via a thumbnail. The S5 Image and Content Fader v2.5 is powered by
Mootools by default but still includes the S5 Effects library and allows you to use it in a "legacy
module" if you are experiencing script conflicts. Best of all it's free!  

NOTE: Legacy mode will display all your images, titles and slide text but includes limited
functionality thus it does not include navigation arrows or the new drop down gallery tab.    

      

Features at a glance:

    
    -  NEW horizontal sliding transition  
    -  Choose between 4 slide transitions: Fade, Contiuous Horiztonal, Fade Slide Left,
Continuous Vertical   
    -  Specify height and width of module  
    -  Includes a gallery tab drop down to show all images  
    -  Each image slide can have its own hyperlink  
    -  Show up to 10 images at once  
    -  Publish your own content to each picture slide  
    -  Navigation arrows  
    -  Not all slides require titles  
    -  Change delay time  
    -  Hide or show: Navigation arrows, thumbnail carousel and popup text      

    
  Admin side of the module:
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             I like what I see! I want to JOIN TODAY .   
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http://www.shape5.com/join-now.html

